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TRAFFIC CONTROL AT PEDESTRIAN PRIORITY CROSSINGS WITH 

GUARANTEED LANE THROUGHPUT CAPACITY AS EXEMPLIFIED BY THE 

LEGAL REGULATIONS APPLICABLE IN POLAND 

 

Summary. The article describes the problem of excessive traffic concentration at 

signalized pedestrian crossings. The main drawback of such crossings is the 

inappropriate duration of green signals for vehicles.  Too long green times for 

vehicular traffic significantly increase time lost by pedestrians, while too short ones 

cause short-term congestion, resulting in long queues of vehicles and a deteriorated 

level of service. The negative effects of both of these situations also include 

dangerous behavior of road users, such as red light running or crossing. Recent 

(June 2021) changes in the road traffic law in Poland have privileged unprotected 

road users at pedestrian crossings. New models and technical and design standards 

proposed in this country (March 2021) recommend the installation of pedestrian 

priority crossings at particularly dangerous spots and in urban areas with a high 

proportion of pedestrian traffic. All this is done mainly for traffic-calming purposes. 

However, previously these measures were not a common practice in Poland. 

Therefore, the objective of this article was to develop a simple method of green 

signal timing, ensuring, firstly, priority to pedestrian traffic at such places, and, 

secondly, sustained capacity of vehicular traffic lanes. The developed models are 

practical, universal and easy to adapt in other countries. They ensure a very good 

or good quality of vehicle traffic service, with average lost time not exceeding 25 s 
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in a vast majority of analyzed traffic level cases. The article also describes a traffic 

control algorithm dependent on traffic detection. 

Keywords: pedestrian, traffic signal control, pedestrian priority crossing 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Recent changes in road legislation in Poland [1] have resulted in considerable privileging of 

pedestrian traffic at pedestrian crossings to achieve road traffic-calming and to increase safety 

for pedestrians. Vehicle drivers approaching pedestrian crossings must give way to pedestrians 

who are already on the crossing or entering it (this does not apply to trams). Therefore, Poland 

has finally implemented the key provision of the Vienna Convention concerning the behavior 

of vehicle drivers on the approach to pedestrian crossings [2]. Naturally, this provision applies 

to crossings which are not controlled by traffic signals. On the other hand, in many places with 

a big proportion of pedestrian traffic situated close to major traffic generating facilities and with 

heavy vehicular traffic, traffic signals will still be in use. This is dictated by high levels of risk 

in the road traffic, determined by the probability of a “meeting” between a motorized and 

pedestrian road user at the conflict point. Additionally, Poland is a country with a very high 

percentage of road accidents involving pedestrians at pedestrian crossings and, unfortunately, 

with a large number of casualties killed and seriously injured at these sensitive locations [34]. 

Recognition of this problem was presented, among others, in [40], which shows that ~27% of 

fatalities are pedestrians. In a slightly broader aspect, pedestrian safety has also been 

characterized on urban roads [13, 14, 41]. The analysis of data on fatalities in the context of 

pedestrians presented in this paper is also disturbing. 

As one can read in the new models and technical standards recommended by the Minister 

responsible for transport [33], installation of traffic lights is to be the recommended solution in 

such places, and it is going to be mandatory on two-way roads and dual carriageway two-lane 

streets. It should also be noted, that traffic signal systems recommended in this respect are the 

pre-timed signals which give priority to pedestrians over vehicular traffic in such a way that the 

actuated state of the traffic phase is to apply to vehicles approaching the pedestrian crossing. 

However, the problem is that currently this is a very rare design and implementation practice. 

It is customary to design traffic lights only for the demand for vehicle traffic. One could say 

that in Polish conditions it can be even considered innovative. 

Taking the above into consideration, the author synthetically describes the problem of the 

traffic carrying capacity of such elements of the road network with the assumption that the 

minimum (required by law) green times are set in the signaling program or in the event of the 

traffic detection system failure and subsequent triggering of the permanent actuation state for 

such short periods of green interval duration. Based on analyses, it was proposed to use the so-

called "set green signal duration" for vehicle drivers as a function of the expected design hourly 

traffic volume and in association with the set cycle length. 

An optimum duration of the green signal for pedestrians, and hence one cycle length, were 

also estimated. This solution allows, firstly, to keep the priority for pedestrians during the signal 

operation period, and secondly, it secures the critical saturated and supersaturated vehicle traffic 

conditions, sustaining for a lengthy period of time, e.g. at the traffic peak. Thanks to this 

solution, users of such an element of infrastructure will not experience significant delays, which 

will translate into less impatience, stress and situations in which they fail to yield the right of 

way, or breach the law otherwise e.g. by red signal running or crossing. 
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The analyses also covered the verification of the longest possible durations of signals shown 

to pedestrians along with the recommended durations of green signals for vehicles in order to 

sustain the appropriate level of service (LOS) for the control strategy aimed at traffic-calming. 

The practical method of selecting the duration of the green signal at such sites appears to be 

very useful for traffic engineers and traffic signal designers due to the innovative approach in 

the traffic control method, which previously was not used in Poland on a large scale. With 

appropriate adaptation of the variables used in the calculations, this method can be utilized in 

practically every country. 

 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

The problem of pedestrian traffic control is not very widely researched and is rather based 

on many simplifications and rules defining the traffic control program, which results from the 

transport needs of car drivers. The entire theory of traffic controlled by traffic lights is based 

on the groundbreaking work [49], which characterizes the method of assigning the dose of green 

signals depending on the intensity of saturation for a given length of the signaling cycle, which 

results from the lost time for service (inter-green time). This method was then very well 

recognized in the world, constituting the basis for further analyzes and development of, among 

others, in the works of [3, 4, 29]. These studies are still being updated to this day, an example 

of which is the work [44]. 

The specificity of the traffic control program on sections between intersections has been 

provided with a two-phase rule, for which traffic is allowed in each phase either for vehicles or 

for pedestrians. The characteristics of this specificity have been presented in work [27]. The 

problem of optimizing the operation of traffic lights in the field of pedestrian traffic control for 

reducing time loss and selecting the length of the green signal interval is described in [37]. 

Pedestrian movement detection research was described, among others, in manuscripts [11, 22]. 

On the other hand, studies on the safety of traffic controlled by light signals in the context of 

pedestrians have been described, among others, in papers [24, 51, 52], which clearly show that 

the biggest problem for pedestrians is entering the road during the red signal. 

 

 

3. THE PROBLEM OF INAPPROPRIATE SIGNAL TIMING 
 

Traffic control at pedestrian crossings on the links (beyond intersections) in the vast majority 

of cases in Poland is programmed for operation with the pre-timed (fixed) green signal for 

vehicles, with actuation for pedestrians (after they have been "captured" by the detection 

system). Controllers for such traffic signal systems operate according to the following control 

scheme assumed in the signaling program. 

 

 fixedactuatedfixed   (1) 

 

In the fixed state, the green signal Gveh is shown to vehicles and the red signal Rped. is shown 

to pedestrians. In the actuated state, the situation is reversed and the red signal Rveh is shown to 

vehicles, while the green signal Gped is shown to pedestrians. These two phases are divided by 

the so-called intergreen period tmg. It is the time ensuring safe transition from the pre-timed 

state into the actuated state and vice versa. During this time, the sequence of the displayed 

signals changes [35]: 
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- for vehicular traffic: from the pre-timed state into the steady amber signal and next into the 

red signal in the actuated state and from the pre-timed state during the red signal into the 

red and yellow signals jointly and then into the green signal in the pre-timed state; 

- for pedestrian traffic: from the pre-timed state into the green signal in the actuated state and 

from the actuated state into the flashing green signal and further into the red signal in the 

pre-timed state. 

 

In traffic control at pedestrian crossings, we have to do with two intergreen times, taking 

into account the clearance from the area of conflict between the intersecting traffic streams: 

- of vehicles tmg,veh, when their green time comes to an end, 

- of pedestrians tmg,ped, when their flashing green time comes to an end. 

The sequences of signals shown by traffic lights to drivers and pedestrians are presented in 

Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Vehicular and pedestrian traffic signal sequences displayed in Poland [35, 36] 

 

For many years, practically all such signalized pedestrian crossings in the Kuyavian-

Pomeranian Voivodeship had this type of traffic control [38, 40]. Only in 2021 the first traffic 

signal system, which considers the speed of approaching vehicles, will be installed at the 

pedestrian crossing situated on a link in Bydgoszcz (the major city in the province). When an 

approaching vehicle exceeds the set speed limit value (55 km/h), the traffic signal will turn red 

for vehicles, even if there is no demand for pedestrian service. However, it is still a traffic signal 

system with the actuated state for pedestrian traffic. This kind of traffic control is also in use in 

cities such as Lodz, Cracow, Warsaw, Gdansk or Poznan [5÷10]. 

In recent years, more complex traffic control systems have been put into use at pedestrian 

crossings (outside of intersections) in municipals road network. Most of them are area control 

systems controlling arterial coordination. However, in isolated traffic signal systems, designers 

and traffic management agencies tend to introduce traffic lights with the so-called 'all red' 

scenario. It is a case the red signal is displayed continuously in the fixed phase. When traffic 

detection is actuated, whether by a pedestrian or by a vehicle, the traffic signal switches into 

the actuated state, calling the appropriate phase. Such traffic signals can also have an algorithm 

for calling the signaling phase for vehicles when analyzing the speed of the vehicles 

approaching the crossing. If the set speed limit is exceeded, the system will force vehicle drivers 

to stop at the crossing even if there are no pedestrians on it. Currently, this mode of control 

poses the greatest problem when traffic consists of very loosely spread groups of vehicles with 

the assumed minimum green signal duration for vehicles, which during off-peak periods and, 

above all, in the evening hours, leads to an increased number of red signal entries and sudden 

braking manoeuvres. These situations occur especially on through roads and streets or on the 

collector-distributor city trunks [15-17, 20, 23, 31, 32, 39, 45, 48, 51]. 

Both of the above-described methods of traffic control have one thing in common. They 

function as a sort of traffic-calming method. They should also be combined with the innovative 

in Poland approach to traffic control, based on vehicle demands, when the pre-timed state 

Dla kierujących pojazdami: Dla pieszych:
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involves showing of green signals to pedestrians and red signals to vehicles. This solution was 

employed, for instance, in Lodz, Poznan, or Gdansk, resulting in the subsequent findings [46, 

47] 

- vehicle speed was reduced on the road section within the pedestrian crossing influence area, 

- pedestrian delays were reduced, 

- the number of vehicle stops was reduced, 

- high social acceptance of the scheme was achieved. 

 

A relatively high cost of this solution, both at the implementation stage and later during the 

operating life is its indicated drawback. This solution is still operating in Gdansk, with design 

hourly traffic volumes Qveh of 350 veh/h and pedestrian traffic volumes Qped of up to 3000 ps/h. 

The inadequacy of green signals for vehicles and incorrect control algorithms frequently 

results in the obstruction of vehicular traffic at pedestrian crossings. The traffic signals 

operating in the village of Przysiek in the Kuyavian-Pomeranian Voivodeship can be given as 

an example here. This traffic signal helps pedestrians get to and from public transportation stops 

at the intersection of Bydgoszcz and Toruń. During peak hour periods, high demand for 

pedestrian and car traffic causes major vehicular traffic congestion at this location. This is 

caused by insufficient green time for vehicles set in the control program with "constant" 

actuation of the pedestrian phase. This results in massive delays for drivers and significant 

vehicle queues (propagating upstream up to the neighboring village and further).  Similar 

situations can be observed at many pedestrian crossings in the vicinity of major traffic 

generating facilities, such as schools and shopping centres, for example in cities such as 

Bydgoszcz and Toruń. On the contrary, we are addressing situations where the duration of the 

green signal displayed for vehicular traffic is excessively prolonged during off-peak hours, 

resulting in pedestrians who are preparing for service (for the actuated phase) being held back 

for the entire duration of the green interval intended for vehicles (including intergreen times), 

resulting in delays during their travel, even during periods of low traffic flow. These situations 

occur most often on housing estates or in the centres of big and medium-sized cities [39]. They 

usually stem, firstly, from design errors as regards the assumed traffic control parameters 

(inappropriate duration of green intervals) and secondly from current vehicle traffic service at 

peak traffic periods in developed areas, where the vehicle throughput in ensured in the first 

place, and only after it has been determined the duration of the green signal for pedestrians is 

specified. 

 

 

4. ANALYSES FOR A TYPICAL PEDESTRIAN CROSSING CASE 
 

In accordance with Polish regulations, a "virtual" full-scale testing facility was designed, 

representing a typical signalized pedestrian crossing. A schematic view of this crossing is 

shown in Fig. 2 below. The following table compiles all geometrical and traffic management 

parameters of the pedestrian crossing under analysis.  

Two signal groups for vehicle drivers (1K and 2K) and one signal group for pedestrians (3P) 

were distinguished. These groups are controlled, respectively, by traffic signals: k1, k2 and p3a, 

p3b. Manual (push-button) detectors for pedestrians Dp1 and Dp2 were used as standard in 

actuated control. Some traffic control applications (e.g. "all-red" control) also use vehicle 

detectors plotted as Da1 and Db1 in the diagram. 
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The analyses assume the scenario of actuated control at the maximum traffic level for one 

hour (ta = 1 h). In the fixed time traffic signal operation (without traffic detection) this means 

allocation of the green signal duration to vehicles or pedestrians, timed in line with the program 

designer’s idea. In the actuated variable time traffic signal operation, this additionally involves 

taking account of possible engagement of vehicle detectors and extending the green time to the 

maximum value – also determined by the designer. In Poland, maximum green times are not 

arbitrary and are specified only by designers based on traffic level analyses (if performed). On 

the other hand, the minimum durations of signals allowing traffic to proceed Gmin are specified 

by the law and are as follows [35]: 

- for vehicles Gmin.veh: 

o in the fixed time traffic signal operation, the minimum green time is 8 s, 

o in the variable time traffic signal operation, the minimum green time is 5 s, 

- for pedestrians: 

o the green signal interval Gmin.ped is equal to the period needed to walk across the 

entire length of the crossing with the speed of 1.4 m/s, but no less than 4 s,  

o the flashing green signal interval Gmig is 4 s (during which pedestrians are also 

allowed to enter the crossing, provided they have to clear it as soon as possible). 

 

In the calculations, the author assumed the worst possible scenario, i.e. the shortest green 

signal duration. 

 

Tab. 1 

Geometrical and traffic management parameters of  

the simulated traffic control situation  

 

Parameter Value 

Traffic lane width 3.0 m 

Pedestrian crossing length 6.0 m 

Pedestrian crossing width 4.0 m 

Vehicle speed limit 8.3 m/s 

Pedestrian crossing speed 1.4 m/s 

Distance between the vehicle stop 

line and the edge of the crosswalk 
2.5 m 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Schematic view of the testing facility representing a typical pedestrian crossing 

Signal for vehicles

Signal for pedestrians

Signal designation

Vehicle detection system

Detection for pedestrians

Detector designation

Signal group designation

Traffic trajectory

Conflict point, start or end

EXPLANATION:
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Intergreen times were calculated based on the relevant Polish regulations [35]: 

 

  stt calcmgmg ,.  (2) 

 

    stttt deYcalcmg ,0.   (3) 

 

with: 
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where tmg is the assumed final value of the intergreen time in the traffic control program (s), 

tmg.calc is intergreen time for a pair of road users, ensuring safe exit of a road user from the area 

of conflict with another road user who will be given permission to go as next and will be moving 

into this conflict area (s), tY is duration of amber time (in Poland this is a fixed value of 3 s), te 

is the time during which the road user clears the conflict point (after the elapsed time allowed 

for movement), measured starting from the vehicle stop line or from the edge of the carriageway 

(s), se is clearance distance (m), lveh is an average length of the vehicle extending the clearance 

distance (m), ve is clearance speed (m/s), td is time of approach of the road user to the point of 

conflict with another road user clearing the point, measured starting from the vehicle stop line 

to the conflict point (s) – for pedestrians 0 value is assumed arbitrarily, sd is length of approach 

to the conflict point (m), vd is speed of arrival at the point of conflict (m/s) and ⌈   ⌉ is the symbol 

of rounding up to the nearest integer. 

Geometrical data given in Table 1 were taken for analysis. Additionally, for safety reasons, 

the calculated values of intergreen times tmg.calc for the vehicles clearing the crossing were 

extended by additional 2 s, and for the pedestrians clearing the area - by additional 3 s. Hence, 

the final assumed values of intergreen times tmg: 

- for the vehicles clearing the crossing: 

-  

 st vehmg 7.   (6) 

 

- for pedestrians clearing the crossing: 

 

 st pedmg 6.   (7) 

 

As a result, two traffic signal programs were obtained serving pedestrians and vehicles which 

maintain the minimum green times for both signal groups (road users) – see Figs. 3 and 4. Thus, 

the assumptions above represent the worst possible traffic control scenario, involving constant 

phase actuation and, of course, a situation of the detection system failure. The emergency 

program ensures service for all road users over the period of one cycle for the set light signal 

durations. 
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In the analyses of traffic conditions for the signaling programs designed in this manner, the 

author used the capacity and traffic service calculation method recommended for application in 

Poland [43]. The method was adapted based on [16, 19] and other manuals. It demonstrates no 

significant differences in the results of the estimated road traffic conditions (level of service) 

for these methods [26, 38]. For the assumptions prepared in this manner with green signal 

durations, the results of vehicular traffic capacity calculations are as follows: 

- for the fixed time traffic signal operations, the traffic lane capacity C is 540 pcu/h, with the 

signaling cycle duration T of 30 s, 

- for the variable period traffic signal operations, the traffic lane capacity C is 400 pcu/h, with 

the signaling cycle duration T of 27 s, 

where C is traffic lane capacity: 

 

  hpcu
T

G
SC e /,  (8) 

 

where S is saturation flow rate (pcu/h) – for traffic conditions under analysis (Table 1): S = 

1800 pcu/h/lane, T is a cycle length (s) and Ge is the duration of the effective green signal (s) – 

under Polish conditions the standard assumption is: 

 

  stGG Yvehe ,2  (9) 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Fixed time program for the assumed traffic control scheme 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Variable time program for the assumed traffic control scheme with  

minimum green time values 

 

The calculations were made for the assumed vehicle traffic volumes Qveh (without taking 

account of the traffic composition) within the 50 to 700 pcu/h/lane range with an analysis 

interval of 50 pcu/h/lane. Therefore, this representation will be aimed at showing the situation 

of maximum traffic level, as if on average within 1 minute, one passenger car approached the 
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analyzed pedestrian crossing every 5 seconds on a given traffic lane. As a result, it will be 

possible to determine the moment for which the minimum green intervals for the vehicles 

Gmin.veh turn out to be insufficient to ensure the proper level of service (LOS). The calculation 

results are given in Table 2. 

As can be seen from the results of the calculations given in Table 2 above, assuming fixed 

time or emergency (continuous actuation) control for the minimum green times, this type of 

traffic control will not perform satisfactorily when the traffic volume Qveh exceeds  

450 pcu/h/lane. In the case of variable time traffic control (again with continuous actuation), 

this will happen when the traffic volume Qveh exceeds 350 pcu/h/lane. Hence, it is clear that 

after exceeding of the abovementioned Qveh values, vehicle traffic control becomes burdensome 

and dramatically increases the time lost during travel. 

At this point, one should note an obvious fact, that it is important to time the light signals 

correctly to ensure performance of traffic control in terms of capacity C. The maximum traffic 

volume conditions, which persist for most of the traffic peak periods, are not a common 

phenomenon after all. Still, they can occur, just like a detection system failure, which can 

impact the traffic economy over the entire day. Hence, such a great importance of proper timing 

of green signals Gveh for vehicular traffic allowing to secure the capacity of the pedestrian 

crossing’s cross-section and at the same time to avoid pedestrian and driver delays by 

determining the appropriate green signal duration and the length of the entire cycle T. 

 

 

 Tab. 2 

Results of calculation of the measures of vehicle traffic service for  

the simulated traffic control situation  

 

 
 

Colour designations according to [30]: green – LOS I (very good traffic conditions up to 20 

s/pcu), yellow – LOS II (good up to 45 s/pcu), orange – LOS III (acceptable up to 80 s/pcu), 

red – LOS IV (unacceptable exceeding 80 s/pcu). 
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5. THE SET GREEN SIGNAL PROPOSAL 

 

5.1. The idea of determining the set green signal for vehicles 

 

Targeted traffic control analyses were carried out to secure both the motor traffic capacity 

and the privileged position of the unprotected road users. The main goal was to select such 

durations of the traffic signals that an average traffic engineer could successfully apply the 

developed methods of their timing in typical road cross-sections. Therefore, it was a key factor 

to determine the appropriate durations of the signals which permit vehicles to proceed, and 

ensure, firstly, small delays for pedestrians (and give them priority at times of low traffic flow) 

and, secondly, the sufficient traffic capacity of this element of the road network plus a good 

quality level of service. 

Keeping in mind the type of traffic control (fixed time or variable time operation) it was 

assumed that the minimum time of pedestrian service and, of course, intergreen times tmg should 

not change during the period of constant actuation of demands by vehicles.  Hence, the sum of 

the duration of the signal without permission to vehicles to proceed will be 22 s, which includes: 

- the intergreen time for vehicle clearance (including 3 s of amber time): tmg,veh = 7 s, 

- the minimum green time for pedestrians: Gmin,ped = 5 s, 

- the flashing green time for pedestrians: Gmig = 4 s, 

- the intergreen time for pedestrian clearance (including 3 s of amber time); tmg,ped = 6 s. 

 

With this knowledge in hand, the author commenced the analysis of the duration of the green 

“set” signal Gset.veh for the assumed number of vehicles approaching the pedestrian crossing on 

a given traffic lane. The variable time traffic control with minimum duration of the green signal 

Gmin,veh of 5 s (as specified in Polish regulations [7]) was the starting point of the analysis. 

Hence, the length of a single full signaling cycle T (with continuous demand) will be: 

 

  stGtGT pedmgpedvehmgveh ,27..min..min   (10) 

 

Obviously, the above equation (10) is highly versatile in terms of application due to the legal 

and technical conditions in a given country (regarding the duration of minimum signals and the 

procedure for the determining intergreen times). 

Analyzing numerous works on saturation flows [12, 25, 31, 50] and own studies [21], 

including in particular studies carried out in various weather conditions and at pedestrian 

crossings outside the area of influence of intersections, the author assumed a fixed time of 

service of one vehicle during the green phase of: 

 

  pcustserv /,5.2  (11) 

 

This value takes into account the average share of heavy vehicles (buses) at the level of 

~10% of the traffic flow in the traffic peak in traffic-calmed zones [21, 31, 32]. Therefore, the 

above time will be a determinant of the time of service of vehicles gathering at the pedestrian 

crossing during their red phase Rveh. In order not to complicate the calculations, it is assumed 

for further analyses that the sought for number of vehicles to be served at green phase will be 

the vehicles gathering at the crossing during a single signaling cycle T. In this way, some 

"spare" time is foreseen for serving vehicles from the traffic inflow different from orderly in 

character (with a fixed value of time interval). 
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In the next step of the analysis, the interval of vehicle traffic volumes Qveh expressed in pcu/h 

(see Table 2) was assumed. The product of the vehicle traffic volume qveh in pcu/s and the cycle 

length T, reflects a situation with which we will have to do "statistically on average" under the 

traffic flow within the period of an average signaling cycle T. For the exemplary traffic volume 

Qveh = 350 pcu/h we will obtain: 

 

    pcuT
Q

LP veh ,3625.227
3600

350

3600


















  (12) 

 

where LP is a number of vehicles demanding service by green signal (pcu), Qveh is the value of 

the design hourly volume of vehicles approaching the pedestrian crossing on a single traffic 

lane (pcu/h). The above indicates that for the number of vehicles LP determined in this way, 

there should be provided the green signal of the following duration: 

 

        stLPG servveh ,85.75.23   (13) 

 

From this solution, we are able to calculate the time Gveh needed to serve any number of 

vehicles calling at the approach to the pedestrian crossing. Thus, for the analysis of the i-th 

interval of traffic volumes Qveh,i, considering the minimum green time in the variable time 

control operation, we will obtain a formula for the green signal duration ensuring service of the 

vehicles approaching the crossing: 

 

    stLPG serviiveh ,5,   (14) 

 

where i is the number of analysis interval. 

 

Certainly, when extending the duration of the green signal Gveh beyond the minimum value 

Gmin.veh we should allow for this extension in the vehicle service time in the signaling cycle 

length T. This extension is conventionally referred to as Tinc. Hence, after taking into account 

the extension in the duration of the green signal at the next stage of calculations we should 

consider the extended time of the cycle T, during which vehicle calls can occur: 

 

   ][,
3600

1,

,
pcuTT

Q
LP iinc

iveh

i 







 

 (15) 

 

 ][,.min,, sGGT vehivehiinc   (16) 

 

with Tinc,0 = 0. 

 

The following algorithm of the solution was assumed based on models (14), (15) and (16): 

if: 

 vehiveh GG .min,   (17) 

then: 

  sGG vehivehset ,.min,.   (18) 

  sTT i ,min,   (19) 
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and if: 

 vehiveh GG .min,   (20) 

then: 

  sGG ivehivehset ,,,.   (21) 

    sGGTT vehivehseti ,60.min,.min,   (22) 

 

where Gset.veh,i is duration of the set green signal for vehicles (s), and Tmin,i is minimum signaling 

cycle length (s) – continuous actuation, no extension of green signals. 

 

The above cycle lengths T refer obviously to the values of minimum green times for 

pedestrians and intergreen times (see formula (10)) determined in the analyses. Based on the 

determined Gset.veh,i values and further correlation and regression analyses, the obtained form of 

the function is: 

 

  seG vehQ

vehset ,4323,3
0026.0

.


  (23) 

 

with the value of the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient rs = 0.976. 

 

These results formed a basis for more detailed analyses for the assumed values of traffic 

volumes Qveh from the 50÷950 pcu/h range, but at the iteration step of 10 pcu/h.  The 950 pcu/h 

threshold results from the possibility of serving the maximum number of vehicles over a 1-

minute cycle (see formula (10)). Using the determined relationship (23), the obtained results of 

Gset.veh were rounded up to integers. When carrying out the analyses involving matching of the 

functions to the variables obtained, finally it was assumed that: 

 

    seG vehQ

vehset ,3886.3
0024.0

. 


 (24) 

 

with: 550 .  vehsetveh GQ  

 

The verification was performed by linearization of the above nonlinear models, transforming 

them to: 

 

  sQG vehvehset ,0024.086.3lnln .   (25) 

 

For the assumed traffic volume intervals Qveh,i Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient values 

rP obtained were at the level of 0.998, which indicates a very good matching. 

Identical analyses were carried out for the fixed time control data (with the minimum 

duration of the green signal of 8 s). They showed slight differences in the obtained set green 

signal duration calculation model and the correlation coefficient. Hence, for practical reasons, 

only the use of the relationship described with model (24) is recommended, regardless of the 

type of traffic control. 

 

5.2. Capacity analysis for the set green signal duration for the vehicles in typical area 

 

The traffic capacity and traffic conditions analysis is bases on the calculation method used 

in Poland [43]. The calculation results are given in Table 3 for the pairs Gmin.veh and Gset.veh for 
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variable time signal control – for traffic volume Qveh values within the 50÷950 pcu/h range. 

These results demonstrate that the developed method of determining the duration of the green 

signal for vehicles, even in a critical state of continuous actuation of green phases for 

pedestrians, will still ensure a very good level of service (LOS I) with lost time not exceeding 

13 s/veh. It should also be stressed that the reach of an average vehicle queue does not exceed 

100 m up to the inflow traffic volume at the level of 950 passenger cars on a single traffic lane. 

Identical analyses have also been performed for the fixed-time control, for which average lost 

time results fluctuated around similar values. 

 

5.3. Optimization of the maximum duration of the set green signal for the pedestrians 

 

The earlier discussion covered the control strategy involving the allocation of the set green 

time for vehicles Gset.veh assuming the duration of the minimum green signal for pedestrians 

Gmin,ped. In theory, the minimum green signal time guarantees service of a pedestrian who has 

entered the crossing at the moment of change into the green signal without switching to the 

flashing green signal during passage. Thanks to this measure, pedestrians are spared from 

experiencing a stressful situation where the signal changes while they are crossing. The solution 

developed, as demonstrated in Table 4, guarantees also the capacity of the crossing cross-

section at a very good level of service. However, it is not always the case that pedestrians enter 

the crossing at the onset of the green time. Therefore, it was legitimate to ask whether it was 

possible to extend the duration of signal Gped without consequential deterioration of the vehicle 

traffic service? 

Hence, it was necessary to verify the maximum duration of the green signal for pedestrians, 

which can be assumed as the “maximum set duration”, which guarantees a good level of service 

for vehicles. It was assumed that the cycle length T cannot exceed 1 minute. Apart from the 

cycle length T, the basic measure of the vehicle traffic service X – the amount of traffic (volume 

Q to capacity C ratio) is another obvious determinant of the analysis. It is so because it 

determines the average lost time, and hence the level of service and the length and reach of 

vehicle queues. Knowing this and taking into account the earlier assumptions, we can write: 

 

 ][,60....

.

max stGtGGT vehmgvehsetpedmgmigpedset

prefped   (26) 

 

    stGtGG vehmgvehsetpedmgmigpedset ,60 ....   (27) 

 

where 
prefpedT .

max  is cycle length including the set green time for vehicles Gset.veh and pedestrians 

Gset,ped, which does not result in excessive time lost by pedestrians (s) and Gset.ped is duration of 

the set green time for pedestrians (s). 

 

For the worst service scenario in the course of the analyses with Qveh = 950 pcu/h it was 

calculated: 

 

  seG vehset ,3886.3 9500024.0

.    (28) 

 

Hence, with the earlier assumptions (formula (27)), the minimum condition for pedestrians 

is verified: 

    sG pedset ,57386460.   (29) 
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After adapting the basic formula (8) of the method [30], the traffic lane capacity C for 

vehicles will be: 

 

  hpcu
T

tG
SC

prefped

Yvehset /,1170
2

.

max

. 


  (30) 

 

from which we will finally obtain: 

 

   ,81.0
C

Q
X  (31) 

 

The measures of vehicle traffic service for this scenario were given earlier in Table 3. This 

means that the level of service for the worst-case scenario is assumed to be LOS II. The 

measures of vehicle traffic service for this scenario were compiled earlier in Table 3.  

 

 Tab. 3 

Comparison of the calculations of traffic condition measures for  

the minimum green signal Gmin.veh and pre-timed green signal Gset.veh  

in variable time control operation  

 

 
Color designations as in Table 2 
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Unfortunately, in the course of the analyses it turns out that for smaller Qveh,i values, when 

using formula (26), traffic lane capacity was reduced significantly due to a very small share of 

the green time for vehicles Gveh in cycle length T. The situation also occurred in the case of 

fixed allocation of the cycle length T of 60 s. Therefore, to sustain a good level of service and 

not to exceed the driver delays significantly, in the next step of the analysis it was assumed 

arbitrarily that the traffic volume to capacity ratio X did not exceed 0.85. In this way, a 

compromise between the time lost by drivers and the time lost by pedestrians could be achieved. 

Based on the appropriate transformations, the critical values of the traffic lane capacity Ccrit. 

were obtained, above which driver delays tended to increase significantly. Having the 

pedestrian priority in mind, the assumption of the cycle length T not exceeding 60 s was 

maintained. Hence, the following equations: 

 

  hpcu
Q

Ccrit /,
85.0

  (32) 

 

 
 

 s
C

tGS
T

crit

Yvehsetprefped

corr ,60
2..

.max 






 
  (33) 

 

 
 

 hpcu
T

tGS
C

prefped

corr

Yvehset
corr /,

2
.

.max

.







 
  (34) 

 

    stGtGTG vehmgvehsetpedmgmig

prefped

corrpedset ,5...

.

.max..max   (35) 

 

where 
prefped

corrT .

.max is cycle length including set green times, critical capacity and the overall length 

not exceeding 1 minute (s), Ccrit is the critical value of the traffic lane capacity, above which 

driver delays reach an unsatisfactory level of service (pcu/h), Ccorr is the adjusted value of the 

capacity, which takes into account the length of the cycle using the set green signal times for 

vehicles and pedestrians (pcu/h) and Gmax.set.ped is the maximum set green time for pedestrians, 

still ensuring good vehicle traffic service on the traffic lane (s), ⌊   ⌋ is the symbol of rounding 

down to the calculated integer. 

 

For the relationships worked out in this manner, calculation results for the set i-th intervals 

of analyses of traffic volumes Qveh,i are shown in Table 4. These results clearly indicate that, 

based on the set green times for pedestrians Gmax.set.ped, determined as maximum with continuous 

actuation by demands from vehicles awaiting service, we can ensure the traffic lane throughput 

for vehicles with longer than minimum duration of the green time for pedestrians, at the level 

of service LOS I or II. Only in two cases (when Qveh is greater than 850 pcu/h) was the critical 

value d>45 s slightly exceeded. The average queue reach values for a single traffic lane do not 

exceed 50 m, when the inflow volume Qveh is below 650 pcu/h. However, even above this value 

they are still not greater than 100 m. It's worth noting that the investigation covers scenarios 

with continuous signal activation, resulting in a one-hourly declared design traffic volume. 

Based on the same correlation and regression analyses as those carried out for Gset.veh, and 

on the data given in Table 4, the following form of the function was obtained: 

  seG vehQ

pedset ,38581.43
002.0

..max 


 (36) 

with the value of the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient, rS = -0.998. 
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The above equation (36) should be treated only as an “indication” for selecting the maximum 

set green time for pedestrians Gmax.set.ped. This is so because it is recommended to determine this 

signal’s duration from the formula (35), based on the prior knowledge of the duration of the set 

green time for vehicles Gset.veh. A comparison of Gset.veh and Gmax.set.ped for cycle lengths 

determined from the formula (33) depending on vehicle inflow volume Qveh is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

 Tab. 4 

Results of calculation of vehicle traffic service measures for the analysis of the situation in 

which the maximum set green times for pedestrians are taken into account  

 

 
Colour designations as in Table 2 and 4 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Comparison of the duration of the fixed green signal for vehicles Gset.veh and the 

maximum green signal for pedestrians Gmax.set.ped ensuring good level of service 
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5.4. A proposal of the timing of the maximum green signal for vehicles 

 

The duration of the maximum green time for vehicles Gmax.set.veh for the pedestrian crossing 

under analysis is proposed to be determined as follows: 

 

  seG vehQ

pedset ,38581.43
002.0

..max 


 (37) 

whereof: 

    sttLZt driveLZstartserv ,..max   (38) 

 

  pcu
l

L
LZ

veh

D ,2


  (39) 

 

  s
v

L
t

dopveh

D
driveLZ ,

.

2
.   (40) 

 

where Gmax.set.veh is the maximum duration of the green signal for serving the vehicles queuing 

before the pedestrian crossing (s), LZ is the reach of the queue of stopped vehicles in the 

detection system D2 (pcu), LD2 is the distance to the initial cross-section of the loop detector 

D2 (m), Δlveh is the average headway between vehicles in the stationary queue per single 

passenger car, expressed in metres (m/pcu) – in accordance with the Polish method [43] this 

value is 6.2 m per pcu, tstart is the average start time headway for the vehicles in the stationary 

queue awaiting the green signal (s/pcu), tLZ.drive is the approach time needed to reach the stop 

line from the beginning of the detection system (s) and vveh.dop is permissible vehicle speed on 

the approach to the pedestrian crossing (m/s). 

 

Based on the results given in [26] it can be assumed that: 

 

  pcus
s

tstart /,4.1
725.0

1

45.1

1



  (41) 

 

where s is the value of the saturation volume (pcu/s) – for the case under consideration, 

s=0.5 pcu/s. 

 

Thus, for the example simulated in this article, in which the permissible vehicle speed is 30 

km/h, we will obtain: 

 

  st serv ,18
3.8

50
4.1

2.6

50
.max 








  (42) 

 

  sGG vehsetvehset ,18...max   (43) 

 

It is noted that, if the pedestrian priority is sustained, it is necessary to apply a constraint to 

the above equation (43) in order to reduce pedestrian delay. It is assumed, identically as in the 

earlier analyses (see formula (26)), that the cycle length, with the minimum green time duration 

for pedestrians, should not exceed 60 s. Hence: 
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  stGG servvehset

ped

vehset ,38.max...max   (44) 

because: 

  stGtGGT vehmg

ped

vehsetpedmgmigped ,60...max..minmax   (45) 

 

    sG ped

vehset ,38764560..max   (46) 

 

The formula (44) secures the reduction of pedestrian delay down to the accepted minimum, 

so it works in line with the prioritization strategy as regards this group of road users. The 

selection of the limit values of the maximum duration of both the green time for vehicles and 

the cycle length is left for traffic signal program designers to analyze. Considering the 

maximum set duration of the green signal for pedestrians Gmax.set.ped, we will finally obtain: 

 

    sttGGG vehmgpedmgmigpedset

prefped

vehset ,60 ....max

.

..max   (47) 

 

The last model (47) secures the reduction of pedestrian delay down to the minimum 

determined by the cycle length, and thus it works in compliance with the assumed pedestrian 

priority strategy for the one-minute cycle duration. The final selection of the limit values of the 

maximum duration of both the green time for vehicles and the cycle length is left to traffic 

signal program designers to analyze.  

It should be noted that the proposed method is the reflection of the worst-case vehicle service 

scenario. It is so because it shows a potential situation in which no vehicle within the queue 

stopped before the pedestrian crossing has performed the start manoeuvre yet. Therefore, it is 

assumed that on the elapse of the service time Gset.veh, the control algorithm will still allow for 

the service of the vehicles standing over the detection system D2, unless the selected duration 

of the set signals for pedestrians within the assumed 1-minute cycle length does not allow this. 

 

5.5. Adaptive control algorithm to ensure vehicle traffic throughput 

 

Choosing the appropriate traffic signal controller is one of the most important factors in road 

traffic control. To obtain the greatest operational benefits, it is always recommended to choose 

much more expensive adaptive (variable time) control solutions, depending on the current 

traffic characteristics (volume of vehicle and pedestrian demands).  

If the designer or the traffic management body chooses actuated fixed time control, in which 

traffic signals show the green signal for pedestrians continuously and the green time for vehicles 

is allocated on an ongoing basis on demand, it is suggested that the model (24) should be 

employed to determine the duration of the fixed green signal for vehicles Gset.veh and for 

pedestrians Gmax.set.ped in accordance with the formula (35). In this way, the adequate level of 

service will be sustained, ensuring minimization of delays with pedestrian priority being 

sustained at the same time. This solution is also recommended as emergency control in case of 

the detection system failure. 

In the case of more complex traffic control, considering temporary traffic obstruction and 

possible congestion on a given road section, the use of the model (47) for determination of the 

fixed green signal Gset.veh is suggested for variable time control with taking into account the 

maximum green signal durations for vehicles and with the sustained pedestrian priority in 

accordance with the model (35). It is proposed to employ as many as three vehicular traffic 

detection systems, D1, D2 and D3 on a given lane in this case. The schematic diagram of 
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the traffic control devices is shown in Fig. 6. The (phase) traffic control program is shown in 

Fig. 7. The traffic control algorithm is given in Fig. 8. The logical conditions of the algorithm 

are described in Table 5. The comments on Figure 6 are as follows: 

- on the north lane the detector designations include index a (Da1, Da2 and Da3), and on the 

south lane– index b (Db1, Db2 and Db3, respectively), 

- pedestrian detectors occur only in the traffic signal system employing the “all red” control 

strategy, 

- green signal unit extension ΔG: 

-  

   ][0.5;0.2 sG   (48) 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Arrangement of traffic control devices in [m] for variable time control and for 

the permissible vehicle speed vveh,dop = 8,33 m/s (designations of variables as in Fig. 2) 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Traffic control program with signal phasing for the fixed state in phase A and actuated 

state in phases B or C (designations of variables as before – compatible with Fig. 8) 

 

The algorithm is made up of two main signal phases, i.e. phase A of the set green signal for 

pedestrians (for minimum 5 s) and phase B or C of the green signal for vehicles (also for 

minimum 5 s). It is recommended that the duration of the green signal shown to pedestrians 

should be selected from the range: 

 

   ][,; ..max.min sGGG pedsetpedped   (49) 

 

taking into account the fact that the selected cycle length should not exceed 60 s. The duration 

of the green signal for vehicles Gveh depends on the traffic situation prevailing directly before 

the pedestrian crossing in a given traffic lane. Phase B is the traffic phase in which the vehicles 

are served over the duration of the minimum green signal Gmin.veh with its possible extention to 

reach the duration of the set green signal Gset.veh. Phase C is the traffic phase, ensuring vehicle 

service with the omission of the minimum green signal for vehicles Gmin.veh and with possible 

extention of this signal's duration up to the maximum fixed value Gmax.set.veh. 

 

pedG

Aphase

.min vehG

CorBphase

.min







CApt

BApt
t pedmg .









ACpt

ABpt
t vehmg .
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Fig. 8. Traffic control algorithm taking into account the durations of the set green signals 

 

The detection system must be additionally protected against potential loop detector damage 

in the signal controller. It is proposed that in the situation when detection systems D1, D2 or 

D3 are continuously actuated over the period longer than 300 s or if no signal is generated by 

these systems during the traffic signal operation, the controller should start emergency 

operation and switch into the traffic control mode as for the fixed time program with the 

declared durations of the fixed green signals for vehicles Gset.veh, and for pedestrians Gmax.set.ped 

and the cycle length allocated to them as per the equation: 

 

  stGtGGT vehmgvehsetpedmgmigpedset

timefix ,60.....max

.

max   (50) 

 

 Tab. 5 

Characteristics of logical conditions in decision blocks of  

the traffic control algorithm 

 

Name of logical 

condition 
Description of logical condition 

W1 

has the detection system D3 (detectors 

D3a or D3b) captured vehicle speeds 

vveh below the permissible speed 

vveh,dop = 8.33 m/s ? 

W2 

does the detection system D1 

(detectors D1a or D1b) remain 

unactuated? 

W3 

does constant actuation of the 

detection system D2 (detectors D2a or 

D2b) occur? 

B

02 t

no

22 Tt 
yes

4W32 Tt 
yes

no

yes

no

ABpt 

A

Bphase

LEGEND:

start program

end program

auxiliary block

scenario block

status block

decision block

scenario A

signal phase A

phase transition from A to B

current phase time „x”

time preset for condition „x”

logical condition „x”

algorithm scheme path

time length increase with 1 s 

increment:

START

Aphase

A

01 t

2W

1W

3W

B C

END

yes

no

no

no

yes

yes

yesno

BApt  CApt 

11 Tt 

START

END

A

1 xx tt

BApt 

Aphase



xt

xT

xW

02 t

no

yes

yes

no

yes

no

ACpt 

A

C

Cphase

32 Tt 

42 Tt  4W

EXPLANATION:
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W4 

is the time gap Δt of detection system 

D1 (detectors D1a or D1b) smaller 

than the unit extension of the green 

signal duration ΔG ? 

T1 

assumed duration of the green signal 

for pedestrians: 
 

pedsetpedped GGG ..max.min ;
 

T2 

minimum duration of the green signal 

for vehicles, determined by the law: 

vehG .min  

T3 

duration of the set green signal for 

vehicles: 

vehsetG .  

T4 

maximum duration of the set green 

signal for vehicles: 
prefped

vehsetG .

..max  
 

Of course, the above proposal is only the simplest form. There are many combinations of 

programming traffic light controllers, maintaining green signal periods for vehicles designed, 

for example, for the coordination of adjacent traffic lights or other conditions for shortening 

and extending the signal allowing for road users (e.g. when a pedestrian is in the pedestrian 

crossing detection field). The specificity of the control depends on the ingenuity of the program 

designer and the complexity of the road and traffic situation. Nevertheless, under the established 

traffic load conditions, the condition of maximum green signal doses for vehicles was simulated 

in order to check the lane capacity. Similarly, based on the detection of pedestrian movement, 

whether from infrared sensors or image analysis (objects), it is possible to extend the periods 

of green signals at the pedestrian crossing. It is also possible to extend the periods of phase-to-

phase transitions during the so-called driver's dilemma zone during the change of traffic signals 

from green to red. 

 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

This article is devoted to an analysis of the optimization of the durations of the green signals 

for pedestrians and vehicles in the traffic control systems operating outside the area of influence 

of road intersections. Its unquestionable advantage is working out the dependencies enabling 

easy application of the computational model for determining the green signal duration, ensuring 

adequate service to road traffic participants with minimum travel delays. Simple dependencies 

were developed for only one traffic variable, namely for the volume of vehicles approaching 

the pedestrian crossing on a given traffic lane. 

The subject of the article fits into the objectives of the transport policy in many countries all 

over the world, aimed at ensuring road safety and promoting traffic-calming in sensitive areas 

with a high level of urbanization. Traffic signals are frequently installed in such places at the 

intersection of the traffic streams of unprotected and motorized road users, in particular in 

places with a very heavy pedestrian traffic. The analyses included typical cross-sections of such 

signalized pedestrian crossings. 
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The developed models of green signal timing guarantee a good level of service under 

continuous, maximum traffic flow conditions at the analyzed pedestrian crossings. As a result, 

they offer a very good protection for traffic signal controllers if traffic detection systems are in 

use, as then it is not a rare situation that only minimum green times or green times assumed 

without any traffic analyses are programmed into the controller. In the extreme situations for 

the solution developed, vehicle queue lengths do not exceed 100 m and the average time delay 

obtained in the analyses of a one-hour interval fluctuates around 50 s/pcu. Hence, the 

compromise between the pedestrian and driver delay is considered to be achieved at the 

assumed cycle length of 60 s. 

The functions developed can find practical application at pedestrian crossings in Poland but 

also in any other country, provided the method of their timing is adapted considering the local 

procedures and requirements as to the duration of the minimum green times and intergreen 

times. What is more, the described traffic control algorithm based on the developed models 

makes it possible to prioritize pedestrian traffic at the sites under analysis. The developed traffic 

control scenario can be employed both at isolated traffic signal locations and for groups of 

traffic signals coordinated along an arterial or within an area. 

Models (24), (35) and (47), along with the proper interpretation of model (50), are 

recommended for practical application by: 

- road traffic engineers who design isolated traffic signal programs,  

- programmers of linear and area traffic control systems,  

- traffic management bodies responsible for the implementation and verification of traffic 

management over the operating period of the implemented traffic control solutions. 

 

The proposed solution has been developed for the purpose of traffic control in places 

particularly frequented by pedestrians. The method is recommended for use for the design 

hourly traffic volumes up to 700 pcu/h/lane. Maximum vehicle traffic inflow volumes up to 

950 pcu/h/lane) are allowed. On the other hand, the method is not recommended for pedestrian 

crossings installed on multilane single and dual carriageway roads and streets instead of grade-

separated crossings. For traffic safety reasons, including in particular the safety of unprotected 

road users, alternative solutions, which ensure separation of the conflicting motorized and non-

motorized traffic streams should be employed. 
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